Pershing School
Home of the Panthers

2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR UNIFORM INFORMATION
Pershing School is a voluntary uniform school. Students are encouraged to wear uniforms daily. The purpose
and intent of these uniform guidelines is to promote community pride, school spirit, continue academic
achievement, and proper student behavior.

Pershing School’s uniform guidelines are as follows:
Monday – Friday: The standard uniform for students K-8 shall consist of a long or short sleeved solid white or blue (light,
royal, or navy) polo shirt or blouse with solid navy blue or khaki (tan) slacks, shorts, skirt, skorts, or jumpers. Tops and
bottoms should be free of logos, other than an optional Pershing School logo.
On Fridays, students may wear a school spirit or club shirt with jeans or other pants/shorts/skirts, following OCPS dress
code standards, instead of standard uniform.
The uniform guidelines do not prohibit students from wearing coats, jackets, sweaters, etc.

Q: Why are school uniforms encouraged?
A: We believe in building a strong community school where students
feel connected and full of school pride. We want to encourage a
positive learning experience, without barriers, for our students to
succeed.
Q: Can clothes have any writing, designs or logos?
A: Students are encouraged to wear solid color tops and bottoms
free from any writing, designs or logos.

Q: Where can I buy these uniform clothes?
A: Affordable clothing options can be purchased at a variety
of retailers such as Old Navy, Target, Walmart, etc.
Q: Is my student required to wear a uniform?
A: These are voluntary guidelines with school and community
encouragement. At minimum students should follow OCPS
dress code and grooming guidelines.

Q: What material should these clothes be in?
A: Clothing can be any fabric students find comfortable such as;
cotton, cotton blends, polyester, moisture wicking, etc.

Please contact the school with questions
“Individual schools are expected to use the district dress and grooming guideline as minimum standards, but are encouraged to extend their own standards to meet the uniqueness of their school community.”
(Page 6 of OCPS Code of Conduct)

